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Leading Contingent Staffing Agency Launches VMS Practice Group Website

By Harsha Raghavan

Dated: Sep 25, 2008

TalentBurst Inc., the 294th fastest growing privately-held company in the US in 2008 (Inc. Magazine) and
an NMSDC certified minority business enterprise has launched a portal for the VMS industry
www.vmsmsp.com

TalentBurst, Inc. today announced the launch of http://www.vmsmsp.com/. The focus of the website is to
serve as a portal for the VMS industry. It has been designed to serve VMS and MSP Program Managers and
other contingent workforce management executives. The site has a public and a private version, the latter
featuring media rich content with extensive information on how the VMS Practice Group has served high
and low volume VMS/MSP clients nationwide and globally.
 
 Senior executives from within TalentBurst manage the VMS Practice Group and they are recognized as
industry leaders in this domain. This group exclusively works with end-clients that use a VMS or an MSP
to manage its contingent workforce program. It also intimately understands the unique needs of these
clients and deploys a powerful service delivery methodology that functions effectively in both high and low
volume environments. 
 
 Harsha Raghavan, Director and the project manager for the website notes “TalentBurst Inc. continues to
remain on the bleeding edge of industry innovation by its focus on constant process improvement and
developing new services. The public version of this site will offer enough information to visitors to remain
interested, but the good stuff is available only on an invite-only basis and we will be personally inviting
VMS Program Managers to view the private version of the site, during the months ahead.”
 
 Brad Talwar, CEO of TalentBurst Inc. adds that the website is a key part of his company’s expansion into
2009 and beyond. He said “customers recognize the value that we bring to the table and will look to us for
industry-leading ideas and solutions. This website is an expression of our innovative thought process and
we believe that our customers will derive great value from the content.” The private version will eventually
feature podcasts and whitepapers authored by industry leaders and will provide invited participants to
valuable information on industry trends and movements.
 
 http://www.vmsmsp.com/ is the industry’s first portal with content exclusively for VMS and MSP
executives. Current and potential customers will start hearing from the VMS Practice Group at TalentBurst
in the next few weeks with an invite to view the private version of the site, and learn more about the
company and its offerings. It is expected that a number of new customers will get an opportunity to learn
about a leading supplier in the North American market that understands the intricacies of this business
model and has successfully delivered high quality service and resources since 2002.
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